
Leo: What’s inside pyramids. Pyramids were built to put mummies inside and give them 
everything they need for the afterlife. They put food, water, gold, gems, weapons, clothes, and 
furniture. Many pharaohs like king tut are put inside pyramids.There 9 different rooms in a 
pyramid. There is the Air Shaft, The  king's burial chamber which includes where the king's 
mummified body is placed in the center of the pyramid. There is the Grand gallery which is a tall 
hill that is sloping that locks the tomb in place. Next there is the Queen's burial chamber.The 
queen's burial chamber is the that holds the statue of a king. There is the entrance. The 
entrance is literally just the entrance to the tomb, very self explanatory. Next we have the 
underground burial chamber which is another option to put the kings inside. Not all the kings 
were in the king's burial chamber, but not all kings were in the underground one either. Next we 
have the queen's pyramids. The queen's pyramids were small pyramids that we infer that they 
were the tombs of the king's partners. Next we have the Mastaba. The mastaba were tombs that 
dedicated the members of the kings and gave them nobles and awards. Last and definitely 
least, we have the valley temple. The valley Temple is a temple that could have been used for 
summoning and rituals for the kings before they were dead. 
 
Grey: Stone was crucial to a pyramid and Egyptians looked for stone in various places 
throughout the Nile River. After they found the rock, skilled artisans used copper tools to chip 
the stone into large blocks. Next, they used ropes to secure them to wooden sleds. Then, the 
stones get put onto barges and were carried onto the building site. Egyptians had many 
problems on the build but had made some important discoveries. Finally, the pyramids were 
covered in white casing stone to hold its structure. Many people believe that the pyramid shape 
has a religious meaning to the Egyptians. The first pyramid was created by an incredible 
architect named Imhotep and the pyramid was created for King Zoser. It was built in 2600 B.C. 
The biggest pyramid was created amongst the 10 pyramids of Giza 
  
 
 
The Egyptians believed that death was the beginning of a journey to the other world. They 
would also put furniture around the tomb so the pharaoh would be “comfortable” while they were 
in the tomb which doesn’t really make sense.   
 
 
 
 
 
 


